EXPLORE FONTENELLE FOREST IN A NEW AND EXCITING WAY THROUGH OUR FAMILY BACKPACK PROGRAM

WE PROVIDE THE TOOLS. YOU BRING THE IMAGINATION.

This educational backpack contains guides, activities, and tools that will inspire your family to interact with the natural world and make exciting discoveries in the Forest.

Check out at Visitor Services: $10 for 2 hours.
Two themes available: hiking or birding
Call ahead reservations: Contact Visitor Services at 402-731-3140.
**All items sanitized between uses, including backpack!**
ITEMS INCLUDED IN BACKPACK

1. Map & activity sheets
2. Cloud identification guide
3. Common birds of Fontenelle Forest
4. Common trees of Fontenelle Forest flashcards
5. Common plants of Fontenelle Forest (spring & summer editions)
6. Don’t touch! flashcards
7. 1 pair of binoculars
8. 5 magnifying glasses
9. 1 bug box
10. Crayon pucks
11. 5 pencils
12. 5 pieces of construction paper
13. 3 stickers

Items #10–13 are yours to keep upon returning the backpack, as they can’t be sanitized between uses.